An Alu element from the K18 gene confers position-independent expression in transgenic mice.
We have identified a 323-base pair fragment of the 5'-flanking sequence of the K18 gene, which confers position-independent and copy number-dependent expression on two heterologous transgenes. This fragment is composed primarily of an Alu repetitive element. Its activity in mice is correlated with its RNA polymerase III promoter activity and its orientation-dependent ability to inhibit potential transcriptional interference in a transfection assay. However, the activity of the Alu element is not correlated with its enhancer blocking activity, a characteristic of insulator elements. In addition, this Alu element did not block the suppressive effect of co-injecting mouse alpha satellite DNA with the transgene. This Alu element is likely responsible for at least part of the protective effects of the sequences flanking the K18. These results suggest that transcriptionally active Alu elements may eliminate transcriptional interference of neighboring genes. This Alu element is one component of the locus control region associated with the K18 gene. Other Alu repetitive elements may also function to define regulatory domains.